
Anleitung Mixed Media Bild Frühlingserwachen
Instructions No. 802
 Difficulty: Advanced
 Working time: 1 hour

Discover new creative possibilities with "Mixed Media" technology!
Mixed Media refers to the mixing of different design techniques in painting.
This decorative mural is a successful example of how different painting
techniques and materials can be combined ingeniously simple and
ingenious.

Here's how it works  

Nature Prime this Stretched Canvas and the metal decor "Happy" with VBS
Acrylic-Color in Vanilla. To do this, wipe with the VBS Paint sponge the color
on that Stretched Canvas one. You can easily dab the metal decors with
paint. Now apply the paint to the entire Stretched Canvas VBS Acrylic Paint
"raw" Siennaon, let it dry for a short time and wipe some paint with the wet
one down again Paint sponge . For the wood look take some of the VBS
Acrylic-Color &bdquo;Umbra burnt" and paint light stripes and indicate some
knotholes. Lighten these again in sections with the VBS Acrylic-Paint in "
"Vanillaand let everything dry well.

Design the primed metal decors in colour. For the pistils use the VBS Hobby
Color in " "Buttercupand for the sheet the VBS Acrylic-Color "permanent
green". Cut some pieces from the decorative aluminium wire. Bend two
pieces of aluminium wire into curls and decorate them around the cage grid.
Fasten the remaining pieces with VBS Glue effect on the decors. Fix the wall
frame with VBS Effect Glue centered on the Stretched Canvas and let the
glue dry overnight. Now you can glue the watches with VBS Acrylic-Color in
&bdquo;Umbra fired" superimposed with the VBS Acrylic-Colour " "Vanillaon
stencil. Prime the gears, keys and clocks in &bdquo;Umbra and Vanilla" and
dab them with the opposite colour after drying 
Attach the metal decors to the cage with the aluminium wire as desired and
fix with VBS Effect Glue the painted gears, keys and watches on the

Article number Article name Qty
560085-20 VBS Craft paint, 50 mlButtercup 1
671811-04 Decorative aluminium wire, 2 mmLight green 1
330350 VBS Painting sponges, 3 pieces 1
110891-10 VBS Effect Glue100 ml 1
970020 VBS Side cutter 1
120708 Painting sponge "Stippling Brush", set of 3 1
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